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A. Habel and D. Plump 2the term graph rewriting model studied in Ho�mann and Plump (1991), Plump (1993a)and Plump (1993b). It allows, besides applications of rewrite rules, collapsing steps onterm graphs to increase the degree of sharing. This model is complete with respect toequational deduction in the same sense as term rewriting is. Our completeness proof forterm graph narrowing exploits existing results on term graph rewriting for its relationshipwith term rewriting with respect to termination, conuence and related properties.Corradini and Wolz (1994) consider narrowing on term graphs with multiple roots,so-called jungles. In their approach, rewriting and uni�cation is based on jungle push-outs, and rewriting includes neither garbage collection nor arbitrary collapsing (junglepushouts produce a minimal collapsing similar to the special derivations that we considerin Section 4). The results in Corradini and Wolz (1994) aim at showing the correctness ofa concrete implementation of (conditional) narrowing, while we are interested in showingcompleteness of term graph narrowing for equational uni�cation.This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we de�ne term graphs as special hyper-graphs and introduce substitutions for term graphs. Term graph rewriting is reviewed inSection 3. In particular, we recall results about soundness, completeness, normalization,and conuence. Section 4 deals with so-called minimally collapsing rewrite derivationswhich are needed in Section 6 when rewrite derivations are transformed into narrowingderivations. In Section 5, we de�ne term graph narrowing and show its soundness andcompleteness. The completeness proof is based on the so-called Lifting Lemma whichallows to \lift" rewrite derivations to narrowing derivations. The Lifting Lemma itself isestablished in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7 with a brief summary and with sometopics for future work.2. Term graphs and substitutionsLet � be a set of function symbols. Each function symbol f comes with a natural numberarity(f) � 0. Function symbols of arity 0 are called constants. We further assume thatthere is an in�nite set Var of variables such that Var \ � = ;. For each variable x, weset arity(x) = 0.A hypergraph over �[Var is a systemG = hVG; EG; labG; attGi consisting of two �nitesets VG and EG of nodes and hyperedges, a labelling function labG:EG ! � [ Var , andan attachment function attG:EG ! V �G which assigns a string of nodes to a hyperedge esuch that the length of attG(e) is 1+arity(labG(e)). In the following we call hypergraphsand hyperedges simply graphs and edges. The set of variables occurring in G is denotedby Var(G), that is, Var(G) = labG(EG) \ Var .Given a graph G and an edge e with attG(e) = v v1 : : : vn, node v is the result nodeof e while v1; : : : ; vn are the argument nodes. Given two nodes v and v0 in G, we writev >1G v0 if there is an edge e with result node v such that v0 is an argument node of e.The transitive (reexive-transitive) closure of >1G is denoted by >G (�G). G is acyclic if>G is irreexive. We write G[v] for the graph consisting of all nodes v0 with v �G v0 andall edges having these nodes as result nodes.



Term Graph Narrowing 3De�nition 2.1. (Term graph) A graph G is a term graph if(1) there is a node rootG such that rootG �G v for each node v,(2) G is acyclic, and(3) each node is the result node of a unique edge.Figure 1 shows three term graphs with function symbols f, g, a, and variables x; y.The symbol f is binary, g is unary, and a is a constant. Edges are depicted as boxes withinscribed labels, and bullets represent nodes. A line connects each edge with its resultnode, while arrows point to the argument nodes. The order in the argument string isgiven by the left-to-right order of the arrows leaving the box.Occasionally we use the following principle of bottom-up induction to show that aproperty P holds for all nodes of a term graph G. This principle is as follows:(1) show that P holds for all nodes representing constants and variables, then(2) show that P holds for the result node of an edge if it holds for all argument nodesof this edge.A term over � [ Var is a variable, a constant, or a string f(t1; : : : ; tn) where f is afunction symbol of arity n, n � 1, and t1; : : : ; tn are terms. The subterms of a term tare t and, if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn), all subterms of t1; : : : ; tn. We write Var(t) for the set ofvariables occurring in a term t.De�nition 2.2. (Term representation) A node v in a term graph G represents theterm termG(v) = labG(e)(termG(v1); : : : ; termG(vn));where e is the unique edge with result node v, and where attG(e) = v v1 : : : vn. We writelabG(e) instead of labG(e)() if v1 : : : vn is the empty string.Note that termG(v) is well-de�ned by properties (2) and (3) of De�nition 2.1. In thefollowing we abbreviate termG(rootG) by term(G).A graph morphism f :G ! H between two graphs G and H consists of two functionsfV :VG ! VH and fE:EG ! EH that preserve labels and attachment to nodes, that is,labH � fE = labG and attH � fE = f�V � attG (where f�V :V �G ! V �H maps a string v1 : : : vnto fV (v1) : : : fV (vn)). We omit the subscripts V and E if no confusion is possible. Themorphism f is injective (surjective, bijective) if fV and fE are so. If f is bijective, thenit is an isomorphism. In this case G and H are isomorphic, which is denoted by G �= H .The composition g � f of two graph morphisms f :G ! H and g:H ! J consists of thecomposed functions gV � fV and gE � fE. Given a node v in H , we write f�1(v) for theset fv 2 VG j f(v) = vg.De�nition 2.3. (Collapsing) Given two term graphs G and H , G collapses to H ifthere is a graph morphism c:G! H mapping rootG to rootH . This is denoted by G �c Hor simply by G � H . We write G �c H or G � H if c is non-injective. The latter kindof collapsing is said to be proper. A term graph G is fully collapsed if there is no H withG � H .It is easy to see that the collapse morphisms are the surjective morphisms betweenterm graphs and that G � H implies term(G) = term(H). An example of collapsing isgiven in Figure 1.



A. Habel and D. Plump 4fx gy 7!� fa ga � f gaFig. 1. A substitution application and a collapsingThe term graph substitutions de�ned next correspond to �rst-order term substitutions.They are a special case of the general graph substitutions introduced in Plump and Habel(1996), which operate on variable edges with an arbitrary number of attachment nodes.A substitution pair x=G consists of a variable x and a term graph G. Given a termgraph H and an edge e in H labelled with x, the application of x=G to e proceeds in twosteps:(1) Remove e from H , yielding the graph H � feg, and(2) construct the disjoint union (H�feg)+G and fuse the result node of e with rootG.It is easy to see that the resulting graph is a term graph.De�nition 2.4. (Term graph substitution) A term graph substitution is a �nite set� = fx1=G1; : : : ; xn=Gng of substitution pairs such that x1; : : : ; xn are pairwise distinctand xi 6= term(Gi) for i = 1; : : : ; n. The domain of � is the set Dom(�) = fx1; : : : ; xng.The application of � to a term graph H yields the term graph H� which is obtained byapplying all substitution pairs in � simultaneously to all edges with label in Dom(�).Example 2.5. Let x; y be variables and A be a term graph with term(A) = a. Anapplication of the substitution � = fx=A; y=Ag is shown in Figure 1.Given a term graph G, we write G for the graph that results from removing all edgeslabelled with variables. If � is a term graph substitution, we assume for technical con-venience that the unique graph morphism in:G! G� with in(rootG) = rootG� sati�esin(a) = a for all nodes and edges a.Lemma 2.6. Let G be a term graph and � a term graph substitution. Then for eachnode v in G, G�[v] �= G[v]�.Proof. Let the \garbage" of G consist of all nodes and edges that are not reachablefrom v. The proposition follows from the fact that the application of a substitution pairto a variable edge that is not in the garbage can be commuted with the removal of thegarbage.De�nition 2.7. (Composition of term graph substitutions) Given two term graphsubstitutions � and �, the composition �� is de�ned by�� = fx=G� j x=G 2 � and x 6= term(G�)g [ fy=H 2 � j y 62 Dom(�)g:The following property of the composition is an immediate consequence of the asso-ciativity of edge replacement (see Habel (1992)).



Term Graph Narrowing 5Lemma 2.8. For all term graphs G and term graph substitutions � and �,G(��) �= (G�)�:Recall that a term substitution � is a �nite set � = fx1=t1; : : : ; xn=tng, where x1; : : : ; xnare pairwise distinct variables and t1; : : : ; tn are terms such that xi 6= ti for i = 1; : : : ; n.The application of � to a term t yields the term t� which is obtained from t by simultane-ously replacing each occurrence of the variable xi by ti (i = 1; : : : ; n). The composition ofterm substitutions is de�ned analogously to the composition of term graph substitutions.Two terms s and t are uni�able if there exists a term substitution � such that s� = t�.In this case � is called a uni�er of s and t. Each two uni�able terms s and t possess amost general uni�er �, having the property that for every other uni�er � of s and t thereis a term substitution � such that �� = � . Moreover, there are uni�cation algorithmsensuring that � is idempotent, meaning �� = � (see, for example, Apt (1990)).De�nition 2.9. (Induced term substitution) For every term graph substitution �,the induced term substitution �term is de�ned by�term = fx=term(G) j x=G 2 �g:Lemma 2.10. Let G be a term graph and � be a term graph substitution. Then foreach node v in G, termG�(v) = termG(v)�term :Proof. By induction on the structure of G. The proposition is obvious if v representsa constant or a variable that is not in Dom(�). If termG(v) is a variable x such thatx=H 2 �, then termG�(v) = term(H) = xfx=term(H)g = termG(v)�term . Now considerthe unique edge e with result node v. Let attG(e) = v v1 : : : vn with n � 1 and supposethat vi satis�es the proposition, for i = 1; : : : ; n. ThentermG�(v) = labG�(e)(termG�(v1); : : : ; termG�(vn))= labG(e)(termG�(v1); : : : ; termG�(vn))= labG(e)(termG(v1)�term ; : : : ; termG(vn)�term )= labG(e)(termG(v1); : : : ; termG(vn))�term= termG(v)�term :Lemma 2.11. For all term graph substitutions � and �,(��)term = �term�term:Proof. The proposition follows from Lemmas 2.10 and 2.8.3. Term graph rewritingIn this section we review the term graph rewriting model investigated in Ho�mann andPlump (1991), Plump (1993a) and Plump (1993b). In particular, we state the results thatare needed for proving the completeness of term graph narrowing in the next section.



A. Habel and D. Plump 6These include the soundness and completeness of term graph rewriting and the relationto term rewriting with respect to normalization and conuence.We �rst recall some properties of relations and basic concepts of term rewriting systems(more information can be found, for example, in the surveys of Dershowitz and Jouannaud(1990) and Klop (1992)). Let A be a set and ! be a binary relation on A. Then !� and$� denote the transitive-reexive and symmetric-transitive-reexive closures of !. Therelation $� is called conversion, and two elements a and b with a$� b are convertible.The inverse relation of ! is denoted by  . The relation ! is conuent if for all a; b; cwith b � a!� c there is some d such that b!� d � c. The relation ! is terminatingif there is no in�nite sequence a1 ! a2 ! a3 ! : : : If ! is conuent and terminating,then it is convergent. An element a in A is a normal form if there is no b such thata! b. Element a has a normal form if a!� b for some normal form b. The relation !is normalizing if each element in A has a normal form.A term rewrite rule l! r consists of two terms l and r such that(1) l is not a variable and(2) all variables in r occur also in l.Such a rule is left-linear if no variable occurs more than once in l. A set R of termrewrite rules is a term rewriting system. The term rewrite relation !R associated withR is de�ned as follows: t !R u if there is a rule l ! r in R and a term substitution �such that(1) l� is a subterm of t and(2) u is obtained from t by replacing an occurrence of l� by r�.Let v be a node in a term graphG. De�ne indegreeG(v) =Pe2EG #v(e), where for eachedge e with attG(e) = v0v1 : : : vn, #v(e) is the number of occurrences of v in v1 : : : vn.De�nition 3.1. For every term t, let �t be a term graph representing t such that onlyvariable nodes are shared, that is,(1) indegreeG(v) � 1 for each node v with term�t(v) 62 Var , and(2) v1 = v2 for all nodes v1,v2 with term�t(v1) = term�t(v2) 2 Var .Recall, for the next lemma, that �t is the graph obtained from �t by removing allvariable edges. The lemma shows that a term rewrite rule l ! r can be applied to theterm represented by a term graph G whenever there is a graph morphism �l ! G.Lemma 3.2. Let l be a term and G be a term graph. Then for each graph morphismf :�l ! G there is a term substitution � such that termG(f(root�l)) = l�.Proof. Let � = fx=termG(f(vx)) j x 2 Var(l) and x 6= termG(f(vx))g, where vx isthe unique node with term�l(vx) = x. Then a straightforward bottom-up induction onG yields the proposition.De�nition 3.3. (Redex and preredex) Let G be a term graph, v be a node in G,and l ! r be a rule in R. The pair hv; l ! ri is a redex if there is a graph morphismred :�l ! G, called the redex morphism, such that red(root�l) = v. The pair hv; l ! riis a preredex if there is a term substitution � such that termG(v) = l�.By Lemma 3.2, every redex is a preredex. The converse also holds if the rule l ! r is



Term Graph Narrowing 7f ga ) ha aFig. 2. A term graph rewrite stepleft-linear, since then �l is a tree1. However, if l contains repeated variables, then thereneed not exist a graph morphism sending root�l to v. In this case a suitable collapsingof G turns the preredex hv; l! ri into a redex.De�nition 3.4. (Term graph rewriting) Let G;H be term graphs and hv; l ! ribe a redex in G with redex morphism red :�l ! G. Then there is a proper rewrite stepG)v; l!r H if H is isomorphic to the term graph G3 constructed as follows:(1) G1 = G� feg is the graph obtained from G by removing the unique edge e havingresult node v.(2) G2 is the graph obtained from the disjoint union G1 + �r by| identifying v with root�r,| identifying red(v1) with v2, for each pair hv1; v2i 2 V�l � V�r with term�l(v1) =term�r(v2) 2 Var .(3) G3 = G2[rootG] is the term graph obtained from G2 by removing all nodes andedges not reachable from rootG (\garbage collection").We de�ne the term graph rewrite relation)R by adding proper collapse steps: G)R Hif G � H or G)v; l!r H for some redex hv; l ! ri.A term graph rewrite derivation is either an isomorphism G! H , which is a derivationof length 0, or a non-empty sequenceG = G0 )R G1 )R : : :)R Gn = H:We denote such a derivation (ambiguously) by G)�R H .2Example 3.5. A term graph rewrite step with rule f(x; g(x)) ! h(x; x; a) is given inFigure 2. Note that the left term graph is obtained from the middle term graph of Figure 1by collapsing. However, the rule is not applicable to the middle term graph of Figure 1because there is no graph morphism from �f(x; g(x)) into that graph.Next we de�ne a function which allows to \follow" the nodes of an initial term graphG through a derivation G)�R H .1 A term graph is a tree if all nodes but the root have indegree one.2 By considering)R as a relation on isomorphism classes of term graphs, this notation does not conictwith the de�nition of )�R as the transitive-reexive closure of )R.



A. Habel and D. Plump 8fa ) ga ) gbFig. 3. A term graph rewrite derivationDe�nition 3.6. (Track function) Let G )v; l!r H be a proper term graph rewritestep. Let, in the construction of De�nition 3.4, in:G1 ! G1 + �r be the injective graphmorphism associated with the disjoint union and ident:G1 + �r ! G2 be the surjectivemorphism associated with the identi�cation. Moreover, let iso:G3 ! H be the isomor-phism between G3 and H . Then the track function associated with this rewrite step isthe partial function trG)H :VG ! VH de�ned as follows:3trG)H(v) = � iso(ident(in(v))) if ident(in(v)) 2 VG3 ,unde�ned otherwise.If G)R H is a collapse step G �c H , then trG)H = cV . We extend the track functionto derivations as follows: If G)�R H is an isomorphism i:G! H , then trG)�H = iV . IfG)�R H has the form G)R M )�R H , then trG)�H = trM)�H � trG)M .The term graph rewrite relation )R is sound with respect to term rewriting in thesense that every proper step G)v; l!r H corresponds to a parallel application of l! r toseveral occurrences of the subterm termG(v) in term(G). This parallelism is the reason forthe possible speed-up of term graph rewriting with respect to term rewriting. Note that ifG)R H is a collapse step, then term(G) = term(H) and hence term(G)!�R term(H).Theorem 3.7. (Soundness of rewriting (Ho�mann and Plump 1991)) For allterm graphs G and H , G)R H implies term(G) �!R term(H):The converse of the implication (with)R replaced by)�R) does not hold since certainterm rewrite derivations do not correspond to term graph rewrite derivations. Consider,for example, the rules f(x) ! g(x; x) and a ! b. The derivation f(a) !R g(a; a) !Rg(a; b) cannot be simulated by term graph rewriting since the application of the �rstrule leads to a shared constant a. Hence, as shown in Figure 3, applying the second ruleresults in a term graph representing g(b; b).Although not all term derivations possess corresponding graph derivations, the con-version of term graphs is complete with respect to conversion of terms.Theorem 3.8. (Completeness of rewriting (Plump 1993a)) For all term graphsG and H , term(G) �$R term(H) if and only if G �,R H:3 Note that trG)H is well-de�ned since VG � VG1 and VG3 � VG2 .



Term Graph Narrowing 9fa ) ga ( ga a ) ga bFig. 4. A term graph conversionFor instance, in Figure 4 the term graph representing f(a) is converted into the termgraph representing g(a; b). Note that the rewrite step in the middle is a collapse step.Indeed, a conversion between the outer term graphs without collapse steps is impossible.That is, the above completeness result does not hold for proper rewrite steps.The next two theorems explain the relationship between term graph rewriting andterm rewriting with respect to normalization, conuence, and convergence. These resultsare used in proving the completeness of term graph narrowing.Theorem 3.9. (Normalization (Ho�mann and Plump 1991))1. A term graph G is a normal form with respect to)R if and only if G is fully collapsedand term(G) is a normal form with respect to !R.2. If )R is normalizing, then so is !R.The converse of the second statement does not hold (see Plump (1993b) for a counter-example).Theorem 3.10. (Conuence and convergence (Plump 1993a))1. If )R is conuent, then so is !R.2. If !R is convergent, then so is )R.For both statements, the converse does not hold. A counterexample to the converse ofthe second statement is provided by the following system:R8<: f(x) ! g(x; x)a ! bg(a; b) ! f(a)Here)R can be shown to be terminating and conuent, but!R is non-terminating dueto the in�nite sequence f(a)!R g(a; a)!R g(a; b)!R f(a)!R : : :We conclude this section with two lemmas about the interaction of term graph rewritingand substitutions.Lemma 3.11. (Extension Lemma) For all term graphs G;H and term graph substi-tutions �, G)�R H implies G�)�R H�.Proof. The proposition follows from the Extension Lemma in Plump (1993b).Lemma 3.12. (Restriction Lemma) Let G )v;l!r H be a proper rewrite step withredex morphism red :�l ! G and G0 be a term graph such that G0� = G for some termgraph substitution �. If red(�l) � G0, then there is a proper rewrite step G0 )v;l!r H 0such that H 0� = H .



A. Habel and D. Plump 10fg g aha a � fg aha a ) hg aha a � hg aha ) hg aa
Fig. 5. A minimally collapsing rewrite derivationProof. The proposition follows from the Restriction Lemma in Plump (1993b).4. Minimally Collapsing Rewrite DerivationsIn this section we show that derivability with respect to the rewrite relation )R isnot a�ected if one restricts to \minimally collapsing" derivations with a subsequentcollapsing. In a minimally collapsing derivation, collapse steps are only used to turnpreredexes of non-left-linear rewrite rules into redexes. This result is exploited in Section 6to prove the so-called Lifting Lemma.De�nition 4.1. (Minimal collapsing) A collapsing G � M is minimal with respectto a redex hv; l ! ri in M if for each term graph M 0 with G � M 0 � M and eachpreimage v0 of v in M 0, the preredex hv0; l! ri is not a redex.In particular, if G and M are isomorphic, then G � M is minimal since no M 0 withG �M 0 �M exists. A proper collapsingG �M is minimal only if l! r is non-left-linearand cannot be applied at any preimage of v in G.De�nition 4.2. (Minimally collapsing rewrite derivation) A rewrite derivationP )�R Q is minimally collapsing if each collapse step G � M in the derivation isfollowed by a proper rewrite step M )v; l!r N such that G � M is minimal withrespect to hv; l ! ri.Example 4.3. Figure 5 shows a minimally collapsing rewrite derivation with two properrewrite steps. The applied rules are f(x; x; y)! h(x; y) and h(x; x)! x.In order to transform arbitrary rewrite derivations into minimally collapsing deriva-tions, we factorize collapsings into a minimal collapsing and a remaining collapsing.Lemma 4.4. (Collapse factorization) Let G �c H be a collapsing and hv; l ! ri bea redex in H . Then there exist collapsings G �d M �e H and a preimage v of v in Msuch that hv; l! ri is a redex and G �d M is minimal with respect to this redex.



Term Graph Narrowing 11Ml �lg
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Fig. 6. Construction of a minimal collapsingProof. If there exists a redex hv; l ! ri in G with c(v) = v, then we simply chooseM = G, e = c, and let d be the identity on G. Assume therefore that no preredexhv0; l! ri with c(v0) = v is a redex.Let v0 be some node in G with c(v0) = v. Then termG(v0) = termH(v). Let red :�l! Hbe the redex morphism for hv; l ! ri. By Lemma 3.2, termG(v0) = termH(v) = l� forsome substitution �. Hence there is a unique graph morphism f :Ml ! G with f(rootMl) =v0, where Ml is a tree representing l. Moreover, we have c � f = red � g for the uniquemorphism g:Ml! �l (see Figure 6).Now a collapsingG �d M is constructed in two steps. At �rst, a graphG0 is obtained fromG by identifying f(v1) with f(v2) for each two nodes v1; v2 in Ml satisfying termMl(v1) =termMl(v2) 2 Var (note that f(v1) and f(v2) represent the same term). Then the termgraph M is obtained from G0 by applying the following operation as long as possible:given two distinct edges e1 and e2 with the same result node, identify e1 with e2 (therebyidentifying the i-th argument nodes of e1 and e2, for i = 1; : : : ; arity(labG0(e1))). Thisoperation is well-de�ned since e1 and e2 have the same label. The composition of thetwo surjective graph morphisms G ! G0 ! M associated with the identi�cations is thecollapse morphism d.The redex morphism red 0:�l ! M is de�ned by red 0(a) = d(f(a)), where a is an itemin Ml with g(a) = a. This morphism is well-de�ned since, by construction of d, d � fidenti�es each two nodes that are identi�ed by g. Moreover, d � f = red 0 � g holds byconstruction. Let v = d(v0). It is not hard to see that G �d M is minimal with respectto the redex hv; l! ri: the identi�cation G! G0 is the minimal one to turn hv0; l! riinto a redex, and the identi�cation G0 ! M is necessary to transform G0 into a termgraph.Finally, the collapsing e:M ! H sends each item m in M to c(m), where m is someitem in G with d(m) = m. To see that e is well-de�ned, let w01; w02 be two distinct nodesin G with d(w01) = d(w02). We have to show c(w01) = c(w02). By construction of d, theremust be nodes w1; w2 in G with preimages v1; v2 in Ml such that wi �G w0i for i = 1; 2and termMl(v1) = termMl(v2) 2 V ar. Then g(v1) = g(v2) and hence c(w1) = c(f(v1)) =red(g(v1)) = red(g(v2)) = c(f(v2)) = c(w2). This implies c(w01) = c(w02) since w01 and w02represent the same term and are reachable from w1 and w2, respectively.The graph morphisms of this proof yield the commutative diagram in Figure 6.



A. Habel and D. Plump 12Given a collapsing and a subsequent rewrite step, the collapsing can be \shifted"behind the rewrite step provided that the redex node has only one preimage.Lemma 4.5. (Collapse shifting) Let G �c G0 )v; l!r H be a collapsing followed bya proper rewrite step such that c�1(v) contains a single node v. If hv; l ! ri is a redex,then there is a term graph H 0 such that G)v; l!r H 0 � H .Proof. Consider the rewrite step G )v; l!r H 0 (note that G, v and l ! r determineH 0 uniquely up to isomorphism). To de�ne a collapsing H 0 � H , we exploit that everytrack function trA)B can be extended to a partial graph morphism from A to B, thatis, to a graph morphism from a subgraph of A to B (just repeat De�nition 3.6 for edges).De�ne the collapse morphism d:H 0 ! H as follows:d(a) = � trG0)H(c(a)) if there is a with trG)H0 (a) = a,a otherwise4.This morphism is well-de�ned by two facts: Firstly, trG)H0 identi�es two distinct itemsonly if one of the two is the redex node v and the other, say w, is the image of a variablenode5 from �l. In this case trG0)H identi�es the redex c(v) with c(w). Secondly, iftrG)H0(a) is de�ned, then either there is a path from rootG to a not going through v(except if a = v), or there is a path from the image w of a variable node in �l to a wheretrG)H0(w) is de�ned. Since paths of the former kind are preserved by c and trG0)H ,and since trG0)H is de�ned for a node like w (there is a path from trG0)H(v) to theimage of w), it follows that trG0)H(c(a)) is also de�ned.An example for collapse shifting is shown in Figure 7, where the collapsing on the leftand the rewrite step on the bottom are given. The applied rewrite rule is h(x; x)! x.If a collapsing identi�es two or more preimages of the redex node of a subsequentrewrite step, the rewrite step has to be \duplicated" in order to obtain a minimallycollapsing derivation.Lemma 4.6. (Duplication of rewrite steps) Let G �c G0 )v; l!r H be a collapsingfollowed by a proper rewrite step such that c�1(v) contains at least two nodes. Then foreach node v in c�1(v) there are term graphs G1, G2 and H# such thatG�d G1 )v1; l!rG2 )v02; l!rH#�H;where d�1(v1) = fvg.Proof. Let c�1(v) = fv; u1; : : : ; ung with n � 1. We �rst factorize G �c G0 intocollapsings G �d G1 �d0 G0 such that d(v) 6= d(ui) for i = 1; : : : ; n and d(ui) = d(uj)for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. To this end, let S be the subgraph of G consisting of all nodess with s 6�G v and all edges having these nodes as result nodes. Note that S containsu1; : : : ; un since all nodes in c�1(v) represent the same term. Now construct G1 from Gby identifying each two items s1 and s2 in S satisfying c(s1) = c(s2). Let d:G ! G14 For simplicity we assume that each item of �r (apart from root�r and nodes representing variablesin �r) has the same name in H0 and H.5 A variable node is a node representing a variable.
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Fig. 7. Shifting a collapse stepbe the graph morphism associated with the identi�cation. De�ne d0:G1 ! G0 by theassignment a 7! c(a), where a is an item in G with d(a) = a.Let d(v) = v1 and d(ui) = v2 for i = 1; : : : ; n. By de�nition of d, we have d�1(v1) = fvg.By construction of G1, hv1; l ! ri and hv2; l ! ri are redexes. Moreover, we havev1 6�G1 v2 and v2 6�G1 v1. Hence there are rewrite steps G1 )v1; l!r G2 )v02; l!r H#with v02 = trG1)G2(v2). To de�ne the collapsing H# � H , we consider trG1)G2)H# asa partial morphism from G1 to H# (see also the proof of the preceding lemma). By theconstruction of rewrite steps, each item in H# that is not in trG1)G2)H#(G1) stemsfrom one of the two insertions of �r in G1 ) G2 ) H#. For each such item a, let h(a) bethe corresponding item in H inserted by the step G0 ) H . Then the collapse morphismf :H# ! H is de�ned byf(a) = � trG0)H(d0(a)) if there is a with trG1)G2)H#(a) = a,h(a) otherwise.That f is well-de�ned follows by reasons similar to those given in the proof of the pre-ceding lemma.



A. Habel and D. Plump 14G G# M M# H 0d Lemma 4.5 Lemma4.4 induction hypothesisG1 G2 H#Lemma 4.6G0 Hc g>v; l! r >v2; l! r >R�>v1; l! r >v02; l! r >v; l! rFig. 8. Structure of the proof of Lemma 4.7Now we can transform pairs of collapse and rewrite steps into minimally collapsingderivations with subsequent collapsings.Lemma 4.7. (Transformation of rewrite steps) Let G � G0 )v; l!r H be a collaps-ing followed by a proper rewrite step, and v be a preimage of v in G such that hv; l! riis a redex. Then there is a minimally collapsing derivation G )v; l!r G# )�R H 0 suchthat H 0 � H .Proof. Let G �c G0. We proceed by induction on the number of nodes in c�1(v).Induction base. If v is the only node in c�1(v), then the proposition holds by Lemma 4.5(choose G# = H 0).Induction step. Let c�1(v) contain n + 1 nodes, with n � 1. By Lemma 4.6, there areterm graphs G1, G2 and H# such that G �d G1 )v1; l!r G2 )v02; l!r H# � H , whered�1(v1) = fvg. Hence, by Lemma 4.5, there is a term graph G# such thatG )v; l!rG#�g G2:From the proof of Lemma 4.5 we know that g�1(v02) = trG)G#(d�1(v2)), where v2 isthe unique node with trG1)G2(v2) = v02. By the proof of Lemma 4.6, d�1(v2) contains nnodes. Hence g�1(v02) contains also n nodes (trG)G# is injective on all nodes di�erentfrom v and does not identify v with any node in d�1(v2)). Now we factorize G# �g G2according to Lemma 4.4. This yields collapsings G# � M � G2 with M containing aredex hv2; l ! ri such that v2 is a preimage of v02 and such that G# � M is minimalwith respect to the redex. It follows that v02 has n preimages in M . Thus, by inductionhypothesis, there is a minimally collapsing derivation M )v2; l!r M# )�R H 0 such thatH 0 � H#. To conclude, we have obtained a minimally collapsing derivationG )v; l!rG#�M )v2; l!rM# )�R H 0such that H 0 � H# � H . This completes the proof.Figure 8 illustrates the structure of the proof of Lemma 4.7. Using this lemma, it isstraightforward to establish the desired transformation theorem for arbitrary derivations.



Term Graph Narrowing 15hf fh ha a � hf fha a ) hk fha a ) hk kha a � hkhahf fh ha a � hfha ) hkhaFig. 9. Transformation of a rewrite derivationTheorem 4.8. (Transformation of derivations) For every derivation G)�R H thereis a minimally collapsing derivation G)�R H 0 such that H 0 � H .Proof. The proposition holds trivially if G)�R H is a derivation of length 0. Otherwisethere is a term graph J such that G )�R J )R H . We may assume, as inductionhypothesis, that there is a minimally collapsing derivation G )�R J 0 such that J 0 � J .If J )R H is a collapse step, then G )�R J 0 � H and we are done. Assume thereforethat J )R H is a proper rewrite step J )v; l!r H . By Lemma 4.4, there are collapsingsJ 0 � M � J and a preimage v of v in M such that hv; l ! ri is a redex and J 0 � Mis minimal with respect to this redex. By Lemma 4.7, there is a minimally collapsingderivation M )v; l!r H1 )�R H 0 such that H 0 � H . Hence, if J 0 � M is a propercollapse step, then G)�R J 0 �M )R H1 )�R H 0 is as required. Otherwise we can omitM and obtain the minimally collapsing derivation G)�R J 0 )R H1 )�R H 0.Example 4.9. The lower half of Figure 9 shows a term graph rewrite derivation con-sisting of a collapse step and a proper rewrite step with the rule f(x; x) ! k(x). Thisderivation is transformed into the minimally collapsing derivation and the subsequentcollapsing given in the upper half of the �gure.



A. Habel and D. Plump 16hf hy z 7!� hf hz z � hf hz ) hk hzFig. 10. The components of a term graph narrowing step5. Term graph narrowingOur goal is to solve term equations by transformations on term graphs. To this end wede�ne term graph narrowing and establish a completeness result which corresponds toHullot's result for term narrowing (Hullot 1980; Middeldorp and Hamoen 1994).An equation s = t is a pair of terms s and t. We are interested in solutions to suchequations modulo the equational theory induced by a term rewriting system R. That is,a solution of s = t is a term substitution � such that s� $�R t�. If such a solution exists,we say that s and t are R-uni�able.De�nition 5.1. (Term graph narrowing) Let G and H be term graphs, v be a non-variable node in G, l ! r be a rule6 inR, and � be a term graph substitution. Then thereis a narrowing step G  v; l!r; � H if �term is a most general uni�er of l and termG(v),and G��c G0 =)c(v); l!rHfor some collapsing G� �c G0. We denote such a step also by G � H .The collapsing after application of � is necessary to make narrowing complete7. For,if l ! r is not left-linear, then there need not exist a step G� )v; l!r H even if l isuni�able with termG(v) and G is fully collapsed (see Example 5.2).A term graph narrowing derivation G �� H is either an isomorphism G! H togetherwith the empty substitution or a non-empty sequenceG = G0  �1 G1  �2 : : : �n Gn = Hsuch that � = �1�2 : : : �n.Example 5.2. Figure 10 shows a term graph narrowing step in its three componentsteps. The applied term rewrite rule is f(x; x) ! k(x) and the computed term graphsubstitution is � = fx=Z; y=Zg, where term(Z) = z. Note that �term is a most generaluni�er of f(x; x) and f(y; z). Since f(x; x) ! k(x) is non-left-linear, there is no graphmorphism from �f(x; x) to the term graph resulting from the application of �. That is,6 We assume that this rule has no common variables with G. If this is not the case, then the variablesin l! r are renamed into variables from Var �Var(G).7 The de�nition of narrowing in (Habel and Plump 1995) is not su�cient in this respect.



Term Graph Narrowing 17the rule cannot be applied to this graph. We �rst have to identify the two z-labellededges by a collapsing.From now on we assume that R contains the rule x =? x! true, where the binaryfunction symbol =? and the constant true do not occur in any other rule. A goal is aterm of the form s =? t such that s and t do not contain =? and true. We denote byMtrue a term graph representing true.Example 5.3. Let R consist of the following rules:0+ x ! x 0� x ! 0S(x) + y ! S(x+ y) S(x)� y ! (x� y) + yx =? x ! trueSuppose that we want to solve the goal (z� z) + (z� z) =? S(z). Figure 11 shows a termgraph narrowing derivation starting from a fully collapsed representation of this goal.For each narrowing step, the applied rewrite rule and the involved term substitution aregiven. Note that steps c,d and e are proper rewrite steps and that step f consists of acollapse step and a proper rewrite step. The derivation computes the term substitutionfx=0; x0=S(0); y=S(0); z=S(0)g in six steps. Restricting this substitution to the variablesof the initial term graph yields the solution fz=S(0)g. Solving the same goal by termnarrowing requires nine steps, demonstrating that term graph narrowing speeds up thecomputation.Theorem 5.4. (Soundness of narrowing) Let G be a term graph such that term(G)is a goal s =? t. If G �� Mtrue, then �term is an R-uni�er of s and t.Proof. By the de�nition of narrowing, M  � N implies M� )�R N . Hence, by asimple induction on the length of narrowing derivations (using Lemma 3.11), G  ��Mtrue implies G� )�R Mtrue. Since term(G�) = term(G)�term = (s�term =? t�term),Theorem 3.7 yields (s�term =? t�term)!�R true. This implies s�term $�R t�term .Given two term substitutions � and � , and a subset V of Var , we write � =R � [V ]if x� $�R x� for each x 2 V . We write � �R � [V ] if there is a substitution � suchthat �� =R � [V ]. The restriction �jV of a term substitution � to a subset V of Varis the substitution fx=t 2 � j x 2 V g. The restriction of a term graph substitution isde�ned analogously. A term graph substitution � = fx1=G1; : : : ; xn=Gng is normalizedif G1; : : : ; Gn are normal forms with respect to )R.Theorem 5.5. (Completeness of narrowing) Let )R be convergent and G be aterm graph such that term(G) is a goal s =? t. Then for every R-uni�er � of s and t,there is a narrowing derivation G �� Mtrue such that �term �R � [Var(G)].Proof. By Theorem 3.10.1, conuence of )R implies conuence of !R, and, byTheorem 3.9.2, termination of )R implies normalization of !R. Hence every term uhas a unique normal form u? with respect to !R, and each two convertible terms havethe same normal form. Let �0 = fx=x�? j x 2 Dom(�)g:



A. Habel and D. Plump 18=?+ Sv1 � z ;a =?+ S+v2 � Sx
;b =?+ Sv3 +0 S0

;c =?v4 + SS0

;d =?S Sv5 + 0S
;e v6=?S SS0 ;f true

step node rewrite rule substitutiona v1 S(x)� y! (x� y) + y fy=S(x); z=S(x)gb v2 0� x0 ! 0 fx=0; x0=S(0)gc v3 0+ x! x fx=S(0)gd v4 S(x) + y! S(x+ y) fx=0; y=S(0)ge v5 0+ x! x fx=S(0)gf v6 x =? x! true fx=S(S(0))gFig. 11. A term graph narrowing derivation with its rewrite rules and substitutions



Term Graph Narrowing 19Since � is an R-uni�er of s and t, we haves�0? � R s�0 � R s� �$R t� �!R t�0 �!R t�0?and hence s�0? = t�0?. Thus(s�0 =? t�0) �!R (s�0? =? t�0?) !R true:Now consider the term graph substitution� = fx=Ox�0 j x 2 Dom(�0)g;where Ox�0 is a fully collapsed term graph representing x�0. By Theorem 3.9.1, � isnormalized. Let G� )�R H be a rewrite derivation such that H is the normal formof G�. Then, by Theorem 3.9.1, term(H) is the normal form of term(G�). Moreover,we have term(G�) = (s�term =? t�term) = (s�0 =? t�0) since �term = �0. Henceterm(H) = true and H �= Mtrue. Let now V = Var(G) [ Dom(�). By the LiftingLemma given in Section 6, the rewrite derivation G� )�R Mtrue can be transformedinto a narrowing derivation G �� H 0 such that there is a term graph substitution  withH 0 � Mtrue and (�)jV = �. Since term(H 0) is not a goal, we have H 0 �= Mtrue andG � � Mtrue:From (�)jV = � we obtain with Lemma 2.11(�termterm)jV = (�)term jV= ((�)jV )term= �term= �0:Then �termterm =R � [V ] since �0 =R � [V ]. Hence �term �R � [V ], and the propositionfollows with Var(G) � V .By Theorem 3.10.2, )R is convergent whenever !R is. Hence we have the followingcorollary.Corollary 5.6. Term graph narrowing is complete for every convergent term rewritingsystem.Thus, the comprehensive theory developed in the of area term rewriting to provetermination and conuence (see Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) and Klop (1992) foroverviews) can be used to show that term graph narrowing is complete for a given systemR. Moreover, a terminating term graph rewrite relation)R can be tested for conuenceby analyzing critical pairs of term graph rewrite steps (Plump 1994). This method isapplicable even in those cases where)R is terminating although!R is non-terminating.Inspecting the proof of Theorem 5.5 shows that termination of )R can be relaxed tonormalization. Hence we can strengthen the completeness result as follows.Theorem 5.7. Term graph narrowing is complete whenever term graph rewriting isnormalizing and conuent.As in the case of term narrowing, neither normalization nor conuence of rewriting



A. Habel and D. Plump 20G0 H 0H 0G H� � ��)RFig. 12. Lifting of a rewrite derivationcan be dropped. For example, the system R = fa! b; a! cg is terminating under bothterm and term graph rewriting, but not conuent. Although the empty substitution is anR-uni�er of the terms b and c, there is no narrowing step starting from the goal b =? c.A system showing the necessity of normalization is R = fa! f(a)g. Here !R and )Rare conuent (where for)R we must require that there are no function symbols of aritygreater than 1), and fx=ag is an R-uni�er of x and f(x). However, there is no narrowingstep starting from x =? f(x).6. The Lifting LemmaIn this section we establish the main tool of the above completeness proof: the lifting ofterm graph rewrite derivations to term graph narrowing derivations. Lifting proceeds intwo steps: at �rst the given rewrite derivation is transformed into a minimally collapsingrewrite derivation with a subsequent collapsing, and then this derivation is directly liftedto a narrowing derivation.Lemma 6.1. (Lifting Lemma) Let G)�R H be a rewrite derivation and G0 be a termgraph such that G0� = G for some normalized substitution �. Moreover, let V be a �nitesubset of Var such that Var(G0) [ Dom(�) � V . Then there is a narrowing derivationG0  �� H 0 and a normalized substitution  such that H 0 � H and (�)jV = �.Proof of the Lifting Lemma. By Theorem 4.8 (transformation of rewrite derivations),there is a minimally collapsing rewrite derivation G )�R H such that H � H . Hence,by Lemma 6.4 given below (lifting of minimally collapsing rewrite derivations), there isa narrowing derivation G0  �� H 0 and a normalized substitution  such that H 0 = Hand (�)jV = �. 2The following example shows that the \vertical collapsing" H 0 � H (see Figure 12)cannot be omitted.Example 6.2. The bottom row of Figure 13 contains a single collapse step G � H . Theterm graphs G0 and G on the left of the top and the bottom row, respectively, are relatedby a term graph substitution � = fx=A; y=Ag with term(A) = a. Since the rewrite stepG ) H is not proper, it clearly has to be lifted to a narrowing derivation G0  �; H 0 oflength 0. But then H 0 cannot directly be transformed into H by applying a substitution.However, we obtain H from H 0� by a collapsing.The two-step lifting procedure used in the proof of the Lifting Lemma is demonstratedin the next example.



Term Graph Narrowing 21fx y�
�;; fx y�fa afa a � faFig. 13. The need for \vertical collapsing"

Example 6.3. A term graph rewrite derivation consisting of a collapse step and a properrewrite step with rule f(x; x)! k(x) is shown in the bottom row of Figure 14. The initialterm graph of this derivation is obtained from the left term graph of the top row bya term graph substitution � = fy=A; z=Ag with term(A) = g(a). The derivation on thebottom is �rst transformed into the minimally collapsing rewrite derivation in the middlerow, which then is lifted to the narrowing derivation in the top row. The �rst narrowingstep is presented in form of its components: application of a term graph substitution,collapsing, and application of a rewrite rule. The term graph substitution computed bythis step is �1 = fx=Z; y=Zg with term(Z) = z. The second narrowing step is a rewritestep with rule f(x; x)! k(x) and associated substitution �2 = fx=Zg. The resulting termgraph can be transformed into the �nal graph of the minimally collapsing derivationby an application of  = fz=Ag (with term(A) = g(a)). Note that we obtain the givensubstitution � if we restrict �1�2 to the variables of the top left graph.In the proofs of the following lemmas, we have to take care of the variables introducedby substitutions. Given a term graph substitution � = fx1=G1; : : : ; xn=Gng, let I(�) bethe set Sni=1 Var(Gi). For a term substitution �, I(�) is de�ned analogously.
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) hkgaFig. 14. Lifting of a rewrite derivation



Term Graph Narrowing 23Lemma 6.4. (Lifting of minimally collapsing rewrite derivations) Let G)�R Hbe a minimally collapsing rewrite derivation and G0 be a term graph such that G0� = Gfor some normalized substitution �. Moreover, let V � Var be a �nite set of variablessuch that Var(G0) [ Dom(�) � V . Then there is a narrowing derivation G0  �� H 0 anda normalized substitution  such that H 0 = H and (�)jV = �.Proof. By induction on the number n of proper rewrite steps in G)�R H .Induction base. If G )�R H contains no proper rewrite steps, then G �= H . Hence anarrowing derivation G0  �; H 0 of length 0 and  = � have the desired properties.Induction step. Let G )�R H be a minimally collapsing rewrite derivation with n + 1proper rewrite steps (n � 0). Decompose this derivation into two minimally collapsingrewrite derivations G )�R H1 )�R H containing one and n proper rewrite steps, re-spectively. By Lemma 6.5 presented below, there is a narrowing step G0  �1 H 01 anda normalized substitution 1 such that H 011 = H1 and (�11)jV = �. Let V1 = (V �Dom(�1))[ I (�1) and 01 = 1jV1 . Then Var(H 01) � Var(G0�1) � V1 and Dom(01) � V1.Moreover, we have H 011 = H 0101. Hence, by induction hypothesis, there is a narrow-ing derivation H 01  ��2 H 0 and a normalized substitution  such that H 0 = H and(�2)jV1 = 01. Combining the narrowing derivations, we obtain a narrowing derivationH  ��1�2 H 0 and a normalized substitution  such that H 0 = H . It remains to showthat (�1�2)jV = �. Since (V � Dom(�1)) [ I (�1) = V1 and (�2)jV1 = 01 = 1jV1 , wehave (�1�2)jV = (�11)jV = �.The next lemma shows that a proper rewrite step together with a preceding collapsingcan be lifted to a narrowing step, provided the collapsing is minimal. In the proof, weuse a particular factorization of substitutions (Lemma 6.6) and exploit that minimalcollapsings can be lifted over substitutions (Lemma 6.9).Lemma 6.5. Let G � M )v;l!r H be a minimally collapsing rewrite derivation withone proper rewrite step, and G0 be a term graph such that G0� = G for some normalizedsubstitution �. Moreover, let V � Var be a �nite set of variables such that Var(G0) [Dom(�) � V . Then there is a narrowing step G0  � H 0 and a normalized substitution such that H 0 = H and (�)jV = � (see the following diagram).G0 G0� M 0 H 0G M H�   7!� � =)v;l!r� =)v;l!rProof. Without loss of generality, we may assume Var(l) \ V = ; (otherwise thevariables of l are renamed). The node v has a unique preimage in G, say u, and wehave termG(u) = termM (v) = l� for some term substitution �. Since � is normalized,u is a non-variable node in G0. By Lemma 6.6 presented below, there exist term graphsubstitutions � and  such that(1) �term is a most general uni�er of termG0(u) and l,(2) (�)jV = �, and(3)  is normalized.



A. Habel and D. Plump 24By Lemma 6.9 given below, there exists a collapsingG0� �M 0 such thatM 0 =M . Nodev belongs to M 0 because  is normalized. Moreover, the collapsing sends u to v. Since�term is a uni�er of termG0(u) and l, termM 0 (v) = termG0�(u) = termG0(u)�term =l�term. Hence red(�l) �M 0 for the redex morphism red:�l !M . With the RestrictionLemma 3.12 we obtain a proper rewrite step M 0 )v;l!r H 0 such that H 0 = H . Thus,there is a narrowing step G0  � H 0 and a normalized substitution  such that H 0 = Hand (�)jV = �.Below we present the two lemmas used in the proof of Lemma 6.5. We begin with thefactorization of the term graph substitution � into a most general substitution � and aremaining substitution  such that G0� contains a preredex hv; l! ri.Lemma 6.6. (Factorization of substitutions) Let G0� = G for some normalizedterm graph substitution � and v be a node in G0 such that termG(v) = l� for some rulel ! r in R and term substitution �. Moreover, let V be a �nite subset of Var such thatVar(G0) [Dom(�) � V . Then there exist term graph substitutions � and  such that(1) �term is a most general uni�er of termG0(v) and l,(2) (�)jV = �, and(3)  is normalized.Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume V \ Var(l) = ;. By Lemma 2.10,termG0(v)�term = termG0�(v) = termG(v) = l� for some term substitution � withDom(�) � Var(l). Let � = �term [ �. Then we have termG0(v)� = termG0(v)�term =l� = l�, so termG0(v) and l are uni�able. Let � be an idempotent most general uni�erof termG0(v) and l. Then there exists a term substitution � such that �� = �. Byidempotence of � , Dom(�) [ I (�) = Var(termG0(v)) [ Var(l).Now consider the term graph substitution � = fx=Ox� j x 2 Dom(�)g, where Ox� is afully collapsed term graph representing x� . Then � is idempotent and Dom(�) [ I (�) =Var(G0[v]) [ Var(l). Let V 0 = (V �Dom(�)) [ I (�) and  = fx=Ox� j x 2 Dom(�)jV 0g.Then Var(G0�) = (Var(G0)�Dom(�))[I (�jVar (G0)) � V 0 and Dom() � V 0. Therefore,Var(G0�) [ Dom() � V 0. Next we show that (�)jV = �. Since �term = � jV andterm = �jV 0 , we obtain (�termterm)jV = ��jV . Moreover, �� = � and �jV = �term.Thus, (�termterm)V = �term. Since � is normalized, � = fx=Ox�term jx 2 Dom(�)g.Consequently, (�)jV = �. It remains to verify that  is normalized. Let V 00 = (V �Dom(�))[ I (�jV ). Since � is normalized and (�)jV = �, �jV and jV 00 are normalized.We claim I (�) � V 00 and hence V 00 = V 0. Recall that I (�) � Var(G0[v]) [ V ar(l).Let x 2 I (�). By idempotence of �, x 62 Dom(�). If x 2 Var(G0[v]), then x 2 V �Dom(�) � V 00. If x 2 Var(l), then x 2 Var(l�) = Var(termG0(v)�) = Var(G0[v]�) andthus x 2 I (�jV ) � V 00. So I (�) � V 00 and V 00 = V 0. Since Dom() � V 0, we concludethat  is normalized.Example 6.7. Let G0 and G be the term graphs on the left and the right in Figure 15. Wehave G0� = G for the term graph substitution � = fz1=A; z2=Ag with term(A) = g(a).Suppose that f(x; g(y)) is the left-hand side of some rewrite rule. Then there are two(pre)redexes for this rule in G, but no preredex in G0. So � creates two preredexes, but isnot a most general substitution with this property. A term graph substitution of the latterkind is � = fz1=B1; z2=B2g with term(B1) = x and term(B2) = g(y). That is, �term is a
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hf fx gy

7! hf fg ga aFig. 15. Factorization of a substitutionhf fx y 7! hf fg ga a � hf fgaFig. 16. A non-liftable collapse stepmost general uni�er of f(z1; z2) and the left-hand side f(x; g(y)). By composing � with = fx=A; y=Cg, where term(C) = a, and restricting the result to Var(G0), we obtain thegiven substitution �.Below we consider minimal collapsings G0 � H that can be \lifted" over the termgraph substitution  to the term graph G0. That is, there has to be a collapsing G0 � H 0such thatH 0 = H . Such a lifting fails if the preredex inG0 is created by the substitution. This is demonstrated by the following example.Example 6.8. Figure 16 shows a minimal collapsing G0 � H together with a precedingsubstitution application. While G0 contains a preredex for the rule f(x; x) ! h(x),there is no preredex in G0. That is, the preredex is created by the substitution. As aconsequence, there does not exist a collapsing G0 � G00 such that G00 can be transformedinto H by applying a substitution.Lemma 6.9. (Lifting of mimimal collapsings) Let G �c H be a collapsing that isminimal with respect to a redex hv; l ! ri in H , and let G0 be a term graph such thatG0 = G for some normalized term graph substitution . Let v0 be the unique preimageof v in G. If hv0; l ! ri is a preredex in G0, then there is a collapsing G0 �c0 H 0 such



A. Habel and D. Plump 26G0 H0G0 H 0G Hid hc0�!c�!c�!Fig. 17. Lifting of a minimal collapsingthat H 0 = H . Moreover, hc0(v0); l ! ri is a redex in H 0 and G0 �c0 H 0 is minimal withrespect to this redex.Proof. The collapse step G0 �c0 H 0 with H 0 � H is constructed as follows. Letc0:G0 ! c(G0) be the restriction of c to G0 and c(G0), let H 0 be obtained from c(G0)by appending an edge eu with label termG0(u) to each image of a variable node u inG0, and let c0:G0 ! H 0 be the extension of c0 to G0 with c0(e) = eu for each variableedge e with result node u. For H 0 to be well-de�ned, c must not identify nodes in G0that represent di�erent terms in G0. The latter holds true for the following reasons: SinceG �c H is minimal, c identi�es two distinct nodes v1 and v2 only if they are reachablefrom two nodes v01 and v02 corresponding to two distinct nodes in the tree representationof l that represent the same variable. Since hv0; l ! ri is a preredex in G0, we havetermG0(v0) = l� for some term substitution �. Hence v01 and v02 belong to G0 and satisfytermG0(v01) = termG0(v02). Thus, each two nodes in G0 that are identi�ed by c representthe same term in G0. So H 0 is well-de�ned. Moreover, we have H 0 � H .By the de�nition of substitution, for every variable node u in G0, there is an isomor-phism G0[u]! H 0[c(u)]. Thus, c0:G0 ! H 0 can be extended to a surjective morphismc:G0 ! H 0. Moreover, there is a morphism h:H 0 ! H : Firstly, there is an inclusionmorphism H 0 ! H . Secondly, for every variable node w in H 0 and every preimage u of win G0, there is an isomorphism H 0[w]! G0[u]. Moreover, the restriction of c to G0[u]de�nes a morphism G0[u] ! H . Since  is normalized, G0[u] is fully collapsed andG0[u]! H is injective. The composition of the morphisms yields an injective morphismH 0[w] ! H . Finally, we have H 0[w1] \H 0[w2] = ; for distinct variable nodes w1; w2in H 0. Thus, there is a morphism h:H 0 ! H8 (see Figure 17).The morphism h is surjective since h � c = c and because c is surjective. To see that h isinjective, let b and b0 be distinct nodes in H 0. Three cases have to be considered.Case 1. b; b0 are in H 0. Then h(b) 6= h(b0) because H 0 ! H is injective.Case 2. b is in H 0[w] and b0 is in H 0[w0], for some variable nodes w;w0 in H 0. Ifw = w0, then h(b) 6= h(b0) because H 0[w]! H is injective. Otherwise, let a; a0; u; u0 bepreimages of b; b0; w; w0 in G0, respectively. Then u; u0 are variable nodes in G0, u �G0 a,and u0 �G0 a0. Since w 6= w0, we have c(u) 6= c(u0). Minimality of c implies c(a) 6= c(a0).Hence h(b) 6= h(b0).8 Without loss of generality, we may assume Var(H0) = Var(G0) � Dom(). For, if this is not the case,we can consider the elements of Var(H0)�Dom() as constants.



Term Graph Narrowing 27Case 3. b is a non-variable node in H 0 and b0 is in H 0[w0] for some variable node w0 in H 0.Then h(b) 6= h(b0) follows by reasons similar to those given above for the well-de�nednessof H 0.Thus h is an isomorphism, and we may assume without loss of generality H 0 = H .Moreover, from our construction it is clear that hc0(v0); l! ri is a redex in H 0 and thatG0 �c0 H 0 is minimal with respect to this redex.7. ConclusionWe have introduced term graph narrowing as a mechanism for solving equations by trans-formations on term graphs. The advantage of term graph narrowing over conventionalnarrowing is that common subterms can be shared. Sharing saves not only space but alsotime since repeated computations can be avoided.We have shown that term graph narrowing is a complete equation solving method forall term rewriting systems over which term graph rewriting is normalizing and conuent.This includes all convergent term rewriting systems. To achieve completeness, narrowingsteps have to allow a collapsing between the substitution application and the rewritestep.Our completeness proof is based on two results. On the one hand, we have shown thatminimally collapsing rewrite derivations can be lifted to narrowing derivations, whereminimally collapsing derivations contain only collapse steps that are necessary to enableapplications of non-left-linear rewrite rules. On the other hand, we have established anormal form result for term graph rewrite derivations, showing that every derivationcan be transformed into a minimally collapsing derivation together with a subsequentcollapsing.Our results suggest to consider minimally collapsing term graph narrowing as a re-stricted form of term graph narrowing in which narrowing steps contain only collapsesteps that are minimal with respect to the rewrite steps. From our proofs it is easy tosee that minimally collapsing narrowing is in the same sense complete as general termgraph narrowing.Future work should adapt narrowing strategies known from term narrowing to thegraph world, in order to reduce the search space of term graph narrowing. It will beinteresting to investigate the completeness of such strategies. In particular, we expectthat basic narrowing is still complete. In basic narrowing, narrowing steps are not appliedat subterms created by substitutions. Moreover, one should consider the completenessof particular strategies for the case that termination is relaxed to normalization (seeMiddeldorp and Hamoen (1994) for the completeness of basic term narrowing undervarious conditions).ReferencesK.R. Apt. (1990) Logic programming. In Jan van Leeuwen, editor, Handbook of TheoreticalComputer Science, volume B, chapter 10. Elsevier.
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